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INTERNAT IONAL INSTRUMENTS RELATING TO THE STATUS OF WOMEN (agenda item 3) (continued)

Ca) DRAFT CONVENTI:N ON THE ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN
(E/CN.6!:574, ))1 aud Add.l; E!CN.6!NGO!259) (continued)
.Ar~15ile

:to

(continued)

1.
Mrs~ENE (Belgium) supported the amendment submitted by the Canadian delegation
at the 638th meeting to replace the word "woman" in the third line of paragraph 1 by
"personv , and the word "husband" in the fourth line by "spouse"; She also proposed
that the beginning of that paragraph should be amended to read: IIStates Parties shall
grant the spouses the same rights to aco uire ... If.
a,

2.
Her delegation was in favour of the alternative text of paragraph 2 of article 9;
it was aware that that text departed from the Convention on the Nationality of
Married INOmen, but the Convention dated from 1957, whereas the alternative text
reflected changes in attitudes and the progress made since then.

3.

Referring to the arguments advanced during the discussion by several delegations
that certain draft articles were not in line with their national legislation, she
pointed out that the elaboration of an international convention was precisely one
of the means of a chi.ev Lng progress in Law and national legislation, and that the work
in which the Commission was engaged would have little meaning if the future convention
had to be compatible in every respect with existing legislation - in other words, if
the results of the Commission's efforts were to constitute the lowest common denominator.
~~~. MOLLER said that, although she could accept paragraph 1 of article 9, she was
opposed to the original text of paragraph 2, which granted special privileges to
married women with respect to naturalization procedures whereas men and women should
enjoy equal "treatment before the law.

4.

5.
lIer delegation would also be able to accepb the alternative text of paragraph 2,
on the understanding of cour-se that the article could be applied in such a way that a
State party remained entitled to require the fulfilment of certain other conditions,
such as good conduct, ability to support oneself, payment of tax, command of the
na.t i.ona.L language, etc.
6. Paragraph 3 of the alternative text was also acceptable, but its present wording
might give rise to difficulties of interpretation. That paragraph should not be
construed in such a way as to give parents having different nationalities complete
power of' discretion over the nationality of their children, as the question of
nationality was governed by the law of the State. The desired objective was to
guarantee the right of any child not to be stateless rather than to enable the
mother to transmit her nationality to her children. Her delegation would therefore
like the IJaragraJlh to be drafted more clearly.
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7. Mrs. ATHANASAKOS (United States of America) said she support~d paragraph 1, but
was opposed to paragraph 2 which granted. special trea'bment to women and which dealt' with
an immigration problem rather than discrimination against women. She therefore proposed
the complete deletlon of paragraph 2, namely, both the original and alternative texts.
The two paragraphs of the alternative text were admittedly based on the Convention on
the Nationality of Married vlomen, but the tJnHed States had amended and broadened Hs
immigration legislation and those two paragTaphs would create difficuJ.ties for H~
8.
~1:l§_g91if~A-4.8.1!,_JVIAfl~;rm;:z.,(Mexico) recalled that her delegation supported paragraph 1
of article 9, and the 'Hording of the alternative text of paragraph 2 of that article'
(see E/CN. 6/SR. 638). It was also in favour of paragraph 3 of the alternative text,
which was in line with the legislative ::.-efoTm carried out by Mexico on" the subject •

9.
Mrs. CARLSSON (Sweden) said she could accept paragraph 1 of article 9 and, for
paragraph 2, the wording of the alternative text. With regard to paragraph" 3 'of the
alternative text, the ~uestion was currently understudy in Sweden and in the CoUncil
of Europe, and her delegation would be unable to reach a decision until the outcome
of those delibe'ratians was known i it therefore proposed the deletion of that
paragraph.
.
10.

Begum FARIDI (Pakistan) said she supported the original text of article 9~ ..

11. Miss DEV,AUJ) (France) said she accepted paragraph 1 of articie 9" which' tallied
perfectly with the provisions of French law, but could not agree
the present wording
of paragraph 2. Indeed, although the re~uest for ac~uisition of nationality mentioned
in that paragraph was in general almost automatically granted by the French Government,
it could be refused in certain cases, as where the alien was the subject of an
'
expulsion order or had been convicted of certaincrirnes; those two cases were not
covered by the phrase "in the interests of national security or public poLi cy'", Her
delegation would therefore have to enter reservations concernipg that paragraph unless
the phrase in que at i on was modified to read: "the' grant of such na'ti.onal.I tysha11 be
subject to limitations as may be imposed in the interests of national security, public
policy or certain l~ovisions of a penal or administrative nat~re taken in respect of
the applicant 11 •

to

12.

Mra~~ (Guinea) said she was unable to take a position on article 9, as the
of the right of nationality was currently the subject of reforms in Guinea.

~uestion

13. Mrs. VENEZI-COSMETATOS (Greece) said that she couJ.d accept paragraphs 1 and 2
of the original text of article 9, which was in conformity with Greek law, but 'not
paragraph 3 of the alternative text.
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28.

14.

amended
tl'ansmi'

15. The CrffiI~iAN said it was her understanding that paragraph 1 of the original text
of arU ole 9, a s amended "by Belgium and Canada ~ me t with general approval. If the re
was no objeotion, she would talce i t that the paragraph was approved by consensus.

30. Pa:

9-ab~~l

16.

31, t:I£!

:fIU.ss TYABJI (India) said that paragraphs 1 and 2 of the originaTtextof .
article 9 and paragrapq 2 (b) of the alternative text were acoeptable; however she
was opposed to· pari.\:,raphs 2 (a) and 3 of th : alternative text .

It vas so deoided.

17. The CrffiIRM:AN said it was her undexs tandang that the majority of members were in
favour of the wording of the alternative text of paragraph 2.

18 .. Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist RepUblics) supported the alternative
text of article 9, paragraph 2, in its entirety."

_.

asked t.

32•

~i

represe:
but tha

-Article

19. Mrs. COCKCROFT (United Kingdom) said that she could not take a position on
paragraphs 2 and 3 of the alternative text because the question was under study in
the United Kingdom and within the Community.
20.

Mr~" 8ALYO (Indonesia) observed that there were differenoes of opinion concerning

33. Mi

34. 1h
a full

paragraph 2, and thought that the discussion should. be oontinued in an endeavour to
reconcile views before putting that paragraph to the vote.. It might .be possible to
reach a consensus if the last clause of paragraph 2 (a) were d.raf ted in stronger terms.

furidame
then be

21. Mrs. BOKOR-SZEGO (Hungary) wondered. whether the idea 'which the representative of
France wished to introduce into paragraph 2 was not already implicit in the very broad
concept of the interests of national security and public order.

delegat

35,

Mr

~

36.

by pars
22.·. Mrs·. DEVAUD (France) said that even if that were the case, it was better to be
explici t ,

23. Mrs. BRUCE (Assistant Director, Centre for Social Development and Humanitarian
Affairs), replying to a question from Mrs. BOKOR-SZEGO (H1mgary), said that the
statement lithe grant of suoh nationality may be subject to suoh limitations aE1 may 'qe
imposed in the interests of national securf ty or public policy" reproduced the wording
of the Convention on the Nationality of Married Women (article 3, paragraph 1).
24. The CHAIRMAN invi tedmembers of the Commission to vote on the vard ous proposals
before it.
25.

The French amendment was adopted by 2 votes to none, with 19 abstentions.

26. Paragraph 2(a) of the altemative text, as amended, was adopted by 5 votes to 2,
with 16 abstentions.
27. Paragraph 2(b) of the alternative text was adopted by 13 votes to none, with
9 abstentions.
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28. l'irs. COE~. (Belgium) proposed that para€!:raph3 of the alternative text ..should be
o rnended to r-ead : f12t8t8C .Par-!;i':::f' unde rhake to grant w:;!Gen oche some right as men to
tr'ansmj. t their mm nationali ty to their ch.i Ld.ren",

29.

~rhe CJlAI:r:tr!li11.~ pointed. out that the amendment was simply a matter of drafting.
/'

30. p~r3e;,.r.zt:r(-. of
.9 abs_tent:t:§~,

3

th~.alt~Enativ~~!t

',vas

adopl~..9.

by 10 votes to 3, ivi th

3l., Mrs, COENE (Belgium) .sai d she had inadvertently voted against paragraph 3, and
a sked- th~ther-'affirmative vote should be recorded.
.

,

.

&.fiBS ~.J~LAIRE (Sec:ret~ry of the Commission) said that tne statement by the
representa t i.v e of Belgimn wouLd be duly raflected in the summary record of the_ meeting.
but that, in the United Nat.i.ons , once a vote was announced, it oould not be changed.

32.

Arti.cle 10

33.

Miss Cockcroft(United Kingdom) took the Chair.

34. The CHAI EMAN, speaking as representative of the United Kingdom, pointed out thai
a full stop should be placed after the words "the respect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms ll in the first sentenoe of article 10.. The sub-paragraphs woul.d
then be introduced by the words "In partioular, each State Party shall ensure".
35, Mrs. COENE (Belgium) read out the draft .amendmerrte proposed by the Belgian
delegatio-;;'-and contained in dooument E/CN.6/591/Add.1.

36. Mrs. DEVAUD (France) proposed that art-icle ID-should be oonsidered paragraph
by paragraph.
•

~._~,"",,,

•

• . . . . . I ..

37.

!1issTYABJI (India) said that her delegation oould.accept the amendments proposed
by Be.lgi.um-up to an:". including paragraph (e).

38. rvlrs. M~LLER (Denmark) said that her delegation was in favour of the original
text but ·wished to amend paragraph (e).
39.

BEGUM FARIDI (Pakistan) said that she would have to refrain from participating in
·the disc~ss·ionif the Commission decided to oonsider the text proposed by Belgium as.
i I:; departed from the one that had been accepted by the Pakistani Government.
..

40.

Mrs.· ATHANASAKOS (United States of America) thought that the words "martrfed or
unmarried" in the first· paragraph should ne deleted as the preceding wcrd "women"
covered both.

41.

Mrs. SALYO (Indonesia) said that her delegation accepted the original text of
article 10, She drew the attention of the United States delegation to the fa?_~..that,
in Indonesia, young married women
unable to attend seoondary achoo'L;

-were
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Mrs. ATHlI.NASA.KO~ (United States of America) withdrew' the amendment she had
suggested.

42.
43.

Mrs. NIKOLAEV1. (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that her delegation was
in favour of the original text of article 10, and felt that drafting details should be
left to the Secretariat.

44.

The CHlI.IRMAN said thaf i f there "ras rio objection, she would take it that the
Commission wished to adopt the original text of the introdudory paragraph of
article 10, with the amendment proposed by the United Kingdom.

45.

The introdu.ctory paragraph of article 10, as amended, ,,,as adopted.

Sub-paragraph Ca)

46. Mrs. DEVAUD (France) felt that the sub-paragraph had been drafted in a way which
was neither sufficiently clear nor particu.larly logical. Provision should be made for
the equal right of children of both sexes to pre-school education. It should be
specified that the sub-paragraph referred to educational institutions, not only of all
categories, but also of all levels. 'Finally, provision should be made for equal
access to genuine vocational training for young people of both sexes.
47. Mrs. JANJIC (Observer for the 110) said that vocational education, referred to in
article 19, should not be separated from vocational training, mentioned in
sub-paragraph (d) of article 11. In some countries, that training was prOVided as part
of technicaleducation, and in others. :through apprenticeship. It would. therefore be
appropriate to insert the su.bstance 9f sub-paragraph (d) of article-ll, into
sub-paragraph (a) after "vocational, technical and professional schools", particularly
because education was preparation foremploymenii.

52.
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48.

Miss ZAHRAN (Observer for UNESCO) said that UNESCO too considered vocational
training to be part of education. The relationship between e duca't.i.on, training and
employment was a fundamerrtal, concept for UF8SCO as well as for the' 110. It would be·
appropriate to reflect i;'hat concept in article 10.

49. Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) felt that the concept of
professional training should appear both in article 10 and in articie 11.
50. Mrs •. DEVAUD (France) said that she would like to make a proposal which might
satisfy the misgiVings which had just been voiced. Sub-paragraph (a) of article 10
might be worded to read, "(a) The equal right of children of both sexes to pre-school
education; equal conditions of access and stu.dy in educational institutions of all
levels and all categories, in rural as well as in urban areas, including universities',
vocational, technical and professional schools; equal access for young people of
both se xe s to real profe ssional training".

51. Miss ZAHRAN (Observer for 1.JNESCO) and Mrs. JANJIC (Observer for the 110) felt
the text proposed by France to be acceptable.

58.

choi
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52.

Mrs. HUSSJgE (Egypt) ..roul.d have preferred the reference to pre-vaehoo'l e dueat.Lon
to come after the reference to educational institutions of all levels and of all
categories. Moreover, to refer only to access by young people to professional
training appeared to exclude the other age groups. Finally, it would be better to
av.oid,. befora ·:the phrase "vccatdona'l training" adje'ctives such as "genu.ine " or "real"
wh.i.ch implied an over-su.bjective value judgement. It would suffice merely to insert
the words "a t all levels" after" insti bu t i one" and to 'invert the order in which tbe
establishments were listed.

53. Mrs. FOUCART.. . Ii'LOOR (Belgium) regretted that the amendments proposed by her
delegation concerning career guidance and degrees had not been retained. Her .
delegation could accept the amendments proposed by France but felt,likethe ;Egyptian
representative, that access to vocational training must be a matter of concern to all
men and all WO:'IJon and not merely young people. She would be able to submit a draft
modified amendment with the assistance of the Prsnch representative.
)

.

54. Mrs.NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Re~u~liCS) said that,she was surprised
that the French draft amendment appeared to exclu e general educat ion from the
instruction given to young people and to provide for vocational training only, which
was an over-restrictive conception.
Mrs. DEVAUD (France) pointed out that vocational, technical and professional
schools imparted a general education and not merely voca'b.iona.I training.

55.

56. The CHAIRMAN proposed that the Commission should take up sub-paragraph (b) of
article 10 and sub-paragraph (b) of the Belgian amendment so as to allow Belgium and
France time to modify their draft amendment to sub-paragraph (a).

57.

It was so decided.

SUb-paragraph (b1
58. Mrs. ATHANAS.'\KOS (United States of A:"ilerica) proposed U,at the words lithe same
choice of curricula, the same examinations" should be replaced by "equal access to.
curricula and examinations" in the original text of sub-paragraph (e) as well as in
the text of the Belgian amendment.

59.

Mrs. FOUCART-FLOOR (Belgium) accepted that proposal.

60. Mrs. SALYO (Indonesia) did not think the Belgium amendment was really necessary
and said that she would prefer the Commission to retain the original text.
61. The CHAIRMAN invited the Commission to vote on the amendment by Belgiurnto
sub-paragraph. (b), as amended by the United States of America.
62.

The amendment by Belgium was rejected by

9 votes to 6, with 6 abstentions.
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The CHAIRlvIAN invited the Commission to vote on sub-paragraph (b) of the or~ginal
text of th~ draft convention, with the amendment proposed by the United States of America.

63_.
64.

Sub-paragraph (hi, as amended. was 2.dopted by 24 votes to none. with 2 abstentions.

Sub-paragraph (c) of the Belgian amendment (EICN.6/591/Add.l)

65.

The CHAIRMAN invited the Commission to consider sub-paragraph (c) of the amendment
subrni tted by Belgium.
66. Mrs. ATHANASAKOS (United States of America) said that she was' not sure of' the
precise meaning of the phrase "the identical nature of family roles ".

67. Mrs. HUSSEIN (Egypt) said that she had some difficulty in accepting sub-paragraph (c)
proposed by Belgium, because she felt that the language in which it was drafted was not
sui table for a legal instrument.
68. Mrs. BOKOR-SZEGO (Hungary). fel t that the idea on which the Belgian proposal was
based waE! already reflected' in article 5 'of the draft convention.

69. Mrs. FOUC.ART-FLOOR (Be 1 gi1..1m ) said that her proposal was aimed at guaranteeing a
form of co-education based. on identical curricula, to avoid the trac1i tional education
which offered ~ stereotyped ima.ge of the role of men and women.
70. 'Mrs. ESFllNDI.ARI ../Iran) recognized the importance of co-education, but found it
to accept the idea of. the "l I i d e n t i c a l nature of family r'o Les v "

dif~icult

Mrs. DEVAUD (Pr ance ) e~do'rs~d' the Belgian proposal, since she believed it necessary
to eliminate the stereotyped image of the role of men and women by co-e ducation.. and
appropriate school curricula.
In order to facilitate the adoption of the proposal,
the wording of which appeared to give rise to some difficulties for certain de Lagat.Lons ,
she proposed the fol.lowing text;
"I'he speedy achievement of co-education in order to'
eliminate any stereutyped concept of mascul~ne and feminine rules at all levels and in
all forms of, education."

71.

72.Mrs~ FOUCART-FLOOR (Belgi~) accepted the aub-samendmerrt submitted by France.
73. Mrs. BOKOR-SZEGO (Hungary.) endorsed the French text, which seemed to her .to be
completely in line with the general provisions of article 5.
74. Mrs. ATHANASAKOS(United' States of Amer'Lc a) felt that the wording proposed by
France was very restrictive, since it seemed to infer that co-education was the only way
of eliminating the stereotyped image of masculine and feminine roles.
She felt tha~
it would be better that "stress be given to early or career education of children in
order to eliminate sex-st'ereotyped roles and images".

:E~/CN.
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75· Mrs.

ZAlIRAN (Observer for lJN:!';SCO) agreed 'vi th the United States representative that
the Lmpreas i.on that cO-8cLucation could eliminate sex-e tereo typed images should be
avoided.

~lrs. HUSSEpr (Fg~t) said that she had aome difficulty with the United States
amendmont , since the concept of the c aree'r education of children seemed. to her to be
unc 1'3ar ,

76.

77. J1rs. VELIS jJIAZ DE VIlLA1VII,LA (Cuba) s ai d that she shared the misgivings of the
Egyptian Tepresentati ve with respect to thl-} Uni tec1 states amendment and personally
pr ef'er-re« the Belgian text mod i.f i.ed by France, whi ch a pec i.f'Led that the speedy ac hi evetnerrt
of co-education rnust take place "at 1311 Leve Ls and in all forms of education".
That
idea \Vi'S not r ef Leotod in the amendment by the Dui ted States.

78.

J·1rs. CARLSSON (Sweden) said that she could accept the United States amendment,
provided i 1; contained the vrorcls " at all Leve Ls ", but she would be equally prepared to
accept the Belgi an amendment.
l~s. NIK01A~NA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) noted that the United States
amendment d i d not mention co-education, which was , however, extremely Impor t.arrt ,
She
therefore preferred the Bel gi an amendment modified by France.

79.

80. Mrs. TYABJI (India) said thax she too preferred the Belgian text, which she
proposecl should be amended as f'ol Iows s liThe speedy achievement of co-e duc at ton which
would also help to eliminate any stereotyped image of masculine and feminine roles at
811 levels and in all forms of educ at i.cn",
81.

Mrs. FOlTCART-FLOOR (Belgium) accepted the sub-amendment proposed by India.

82.

Mrs. ATHANASAKOS (United States of America) withdrew her suggestions.
.

..

-

B3. Sub-paragraph (.:~) proposed by Belgium (E/CN. 6!591!Add.l), as orally amended by
India, was adopted by consensus.
text

of the Eel

an

84. The CliAIRMAN invited the Commission to take a decision on sub-paragraph (0)' of the
draft~cles which was revroduceo in full in sub-paragraph (d) of the Belgian
amendment (E/CN.6/591/ Add.l).

85.

Sub paragraph (c) of the draft convention was adopted by consensus.

Sub-par~2hs (cll of the original text and (e) of the Belgian amendment

B6. The ClwmlAN invited the Commission to consider sub-paragraph (cl.) of the draft
articles and sub-paragraph (e) of the Belgian amendment.
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87. ~ITs. DEVAUD (France) supported the Belgian amendment, since she considered it
necessary to draw attention in the Convention to the considerable gap between
male and female literacy in the world. A sentence dealing wi, th adult vocational
training should perhaps be inserted in that sub-paragraph, if the Commission
decided not to refer to it in sub-paragraph (a).
88. l1rs. ROMANOVICH (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) said that she could
not accept the Belgian amendmen t , since there was no knowl edge gap between men
and women in her country.
89. Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that there was no
knowl edge gap between men and women in the Soviet Union either, but pointed out that
such a ga~ might exist elsewhere and that the Convention must be universal in
character.
90. Mrs. MAK.A (Guinea) supported the Belgian amendment for the reasons adduced by
the French representative. There was indeed a considerable gap between the
education of women ~nd that of men in the countries of the Third World.

91. !'!Irs. SALYO (Indonesia) also subscribed to the Belgian proposal, since she felt
that it would be useful to indicate vrhy women should enjoy equal opportunities for
acoess to programmes of continuing education.
92. Mrs. HUSSEIN' (Egypt) did not think that the sole objective of continuing
education should' be to reduce the knowledge gap between men and vomen ,

93. Mrs. FOUC.ART-FLOOR (Belgium) proposed the insertion of the wor-d "particularly"
before the words "with a vie¥J lI , to meet the point raised by the representative of
Egypt •.
94. Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) regretted thE),t Belgi urn
had amended its original text; which had stressed in a more satisfactory way the
need to reduce as speedily as possible the knowledge ga.p between men and women.

95. Mrs. ZAHRAN (Observer for UNESCO) recalled that UNESCO organized functional
literacy programmes for adults; whi ch taught men and women to read end write while
imparting certain practical knowledge in order to help them in their work or in
their daily lives. Accordingly, she proposed that the word "functional H should be
inserted before the words "literacy progranunes".

96. Mrs. ESF.ANDIARI (Iran) supported the proposal by the Observer for UNESCO, since
functional literacy programmes for adults were organized in her country.

97.

Begum FARIDI (Pakistan) Gupported the proposal by the Observer for U}ffiSCO for
the reasons adduced by the representative of Iran. '

98. Mrs. FOUCART-FLOOR (Belgium) accepted the sub-amendment proposed by the
Observer for UNESCO.

99· Sub-parap:ra:eh (e) proposed bJ!: Belgium (E/CN.4(1)91!Rev. 1), as amended, ,vas
adopted unanimously.
The meeting rose at

).O~

p.m.

